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Abstract: Identifying a model is an important issue, especially when discussing models containing multiple 
equations. Taking into account the known data, namely the observed values of endogene and exogene variables in 
the model, we try to determine the real structure of the model. If the methods used do not lead to an unique solution 
but to two or more, then we are presented to the following situations: either the structures are distinct and could not 
be differentiated (structures are not identificable thus the model is not identificable) or structures are not distinct, 
their intersection is not void and the structures will allow identification of some parametres of the model. 




In most cases, economic processes modelling through econometric approaches leads to 
multiple equstions models. An important challenge presented by these models consists in 
estimating the models paramaters values. We know that [1 ,3, 4]  an general econometric model, 
with n endogenous variables Y1, Y2,..., Yn and m exogenous variables X1, X2,..., Xm  can be 


































































































































This is the structural configuration of the model, where the exogenous and endogenous 
variables come together in every equation. This is why; the B and C quotients matrix of the 
structural configuration can not be estimated. If the B matrix is invertible then  
( ) ttt BXCBY ε11 −− +−=  or by noting  CBA 1−−=  and tt B εη 1−=  then ttt AXY η+=   
- which is the reduced configuration of the general model with multiple equations. The reduced 
configuration can be used for estimating the A matrix, under the established hypothesis [1, 2, 4, 
5]. The estimated results are non displaceable and present minimal variation. We therefore obtain 
matrix Aˆ  formed with the non displaceable estimated results of the parameters of the reduced 
configuration which tend in probability towards their real values.  In order to give them economic 
meaning, we have to return to matrix B and C. 
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Knowing Aˆ as an estimated for A, we retrun to matrix B and C in the structural 
configuration. But matrix A has n x m elements, therefore we will have n x m  quotients 
relationships. Matrix B has n2 elements and matrix C has nm elements. We obtain a system of 
nxm equations with n2+nm unknown quantities. Usually, this problem can not be solved unless 
we have n2  relations or retsrictions established a priori (by succesively dividing the second 
member of each equation in the structural configuration by b11, b22, ...,bnn  we obtain matrix B 
with all the diagonal line elements equal to 1 which reduces the a priori restrictions to n2-n ). 
These restrictions can be exclusion restrictions – some variables are missing from the structural 
configuration equations meaning that the respective parameters are void – or connection 
restrictions established a priori between elements in matrix B and C. These are the main features 
that influence the difficulty of model identification. 
 
1. IDENTIFICATION OF THE ECONOMETRIC MODEL 
 
Most of the paper works present various definitions of the identification problems [1, 2, 3, 
5].  In a summary we consider the following: 
1. An identified model is that in which we can determine all matrix B and C quotients by 
using matrix A estimated quotients. 
2. An over – identified model is the one that has restrictions applied on matrix A. 
3. An identified equation is that in which all  quotients can be estimated. 
4. An over - identified equation is the one that is solely altered by restrictions that can 
qualify a model as over identified. 
5. An over - identified equation is identificable in almost all model configurations. 
6. An over - identified model may contain one or more non identificable equations. 
 
2. IDENTIFICATION CRITERIA 
 
Every restriction on the structural configuration of the model determines a homogenous 
linear relation between the quotients of an equation. Therefore we can define [3]  a matrix Ri  of 
the restrictions related to the equation i and a matrix S defined by the juxtaposition of matrix B 
and C, S=(BC). If n1  is the number of veritable equations in the multiple equations model and n2  
is the number of model identities, then n = n1 + n2  is the number of endogenous variables with 
the following identification criteria: 
1.The equation i of a model in the structural configuration is identified when and only when 
the iRSR ⋅=  matrix rank equals n1+n2-1. This is a necessary and sufficient condition called the 
ranking condition. 
2.In order to have an identified equation in the structural configuration the number of a 
priori restrictions on the equation quotients must equal n1+n2-1. This is a necessary but not 
sufficient condition called the ordening condition. 
3.Consider iγ the restrictions number applied to equation i . 
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a. If 121 −+< nniγ  then equation i is non identified ( we can call it under 
identified). 
b. If 121 −+> nniγ  then equation i  is over identified. Also it is identificable in 
“almost all” model structures. 
c. If 121 −+= nniγ  then equation i is not over identified. It may be identified in 
almost all model structures. 
Therefore, a model is  over identified when there are more then 121 −+ nn  
restrictions on every equation in the structural configuration. 
 
4. ECONOMETRIC MODEL OF THE VEGETABLES MARKET 
 
In order to study the vegetables market we start form the hypothesis that there are two 
components of it: the vegetables consumption for households and the vegetables need for 
conservation at industrial level. All vegetables consumers meet on the same market. 
The household’s fresh vegetables consumption over a t period of time - Cmt, depends on the 
vegetables price (pt) and available income level (Vt). The request for conservation vegetables 
over the t period of time - Cct depends on the vegetables price (pt) and the request for conservated 
vegetables in the previous period of time (Ct-1). The vegetables offer in the t period of time - Ot  
depends on the vegetables price inthe previous period fo time (pt-1). Therefore we can define the 
following economteric structural model of the vegetables market: 
1. The equation of vegetables offer 
ttt apaO ε++= − 211  
2. Equation of fresh vegetables request  
tttt aVapaCm ξ+++= 543  
3. Equation of the request for vegetables for conservation  
tttt aCapaCc µ+++= − 8176  
4. Equation of the vegetables market equilibrum 
ttt CcCmO +=  
where  ai, i=1,2,...,8 are the unknown real paramaters that we will estimate and ε, 
ξ, µ are the respective residual variables. It is convenient to reduce the numebr of the 
equations of the model by replacing the variable „vegetables offer” by the sum of 
vegetables requests as per the equilibrium equation. 
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In order to study the identification  possibilities for this model we would use its matrix 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































Indentification conditions of the equation  in the structural configuration are: 
a. Ordening condition: for our model n =3. If ni and mi are the endogenous respective 
exogenous variables missing in the i equation, then  
1. First equation n1=1, m1=2 and 111 −+ nmn φ  
2. Second equation n2=1, m2=2 and 122 −+ nmn φ  
3. Third equation n3=1, m3=2 and 133 −+ nmn φ  
b. Ranking condition: once the identification conditions are met , we have to study the 
ranking condition. It indicates that the model is over identified because all the three 




Now we can estimate the 12 parametrs of the reduced model. Using the 12 parameters we 
can determine univoquely  the 8 parameters of the structural configuration in orde to have a 
clearly identified model. The previous relations between the quotients of the structural 
configuration and the reduced model quotients make the process impossible. The 12 paramaters 
are not independent there are some relations connecting them such as 
2313 γγ −= ,  2212 γγ −= ,  33112331 γγγγ =−  
The 12 parameters can not be identified by using the methods of the smallest squares, 
equation by equation. The method of the smallest squares has to be used in two stages in order to 
estimate the quotients of the overidentified equations working on the structural configuration of 
the model. Information on the „system” and  medium are over abundant. The reduced model that 
we obtain relates to several structural configurations, the one that we chose being an individual 
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